SOME   CRITICS  OF   AUTHORITARIANISM
treatise, Du Principe federatif^ which embodied in his judg-
ment the long sought-for synthesis between the contradictory
absolutes of Authority and Freedom: " It is one of the most
powerful things I have found," he wrote to a friend on I2th
February 1862 ; " it is nothing short of the fate of Europe and
the coming evolution of the civilized world which is sketched
therein." All governments endeavour to balance authority by
liberty or vice versa; as against the authoritarian, patriarchal,
monarchical or communist state you have the liberal, demo-
cratic, contractual type of society; to the extension of either
ad infinitum^ both in power and in territory, there is no logical
limitation.1 Governments increasingly take matters of all sorts
into their own hands, and " the citizen is only expected to carry
out in his small corner his small daily -duty, receiving his
small wage, bringing up his small family, and trusting for the
remainder to governmental providence." 2
Not only so, but governments cannot remain true even
to the principles on which they are supposed to be based.
Perpetual compromises become necessary, and a government
becomes a kind of hybrid, an illogical mixture of systems,
which opens the door to arbitrariness and corruption, from
which no government can be free : " the flag of liberty has
invariably served to shelter despotism ; privileged classes have
set up Liberal and equalitarian constitutions in defence of those
very privileges; all parties give the lie to their programmes,
and State after State has died from the development of the
very ideas on which it was built. Thus mankind has gone on
from revolution to revolution." Changes may indeed take
place, oppositions ultimately succeed in driving out of office
particular persons or parties, but in spite of change of minis-
tries, dynasties, republics, centralizing despotism goes on
increasing and freedom decreasing.
" There is nevertheless in the would-be Liberal conception
of government an idea which may show us the way out of our
1	" Tout etat est de sa nature annexioniste. Rien n'arrete sa marche envahis-
sante, si ce n'est la rencontre d'un autre fitat, envahisseur comme lui et capable
de se defendre " (Du Principefederatif^ L, chap. ix).
2	Ibid., I., chap. x.
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